We tackle the problem of coupling a geophysical simulation model with data coming from image processing. It needs to define the image observation space and to design an operator to transform results from the image space to the model space. In this study, we use a shallow-water oceanographic circulation model developed at MHI. We propose a processing chain first based on an image processing step relying on a dedicated motion estimation operator, and then a data assimilation step of the estimated velocity. We illustrate the method on different results without and with assimilation.
OBJECTIVES
In the framework of numerical forecasting for the evolution of geophysical fluid, we are interested in the assimilation of data coming from images. In order to forecast the behavior of geophysical fluids we need: a forecast model to describe the evolution of a state variable (generally it is a non-linear PDE system) and observations spatially and temporally distributed. Data assimilation provides a mathematical solution to combine data and models. During last decades model quality increased significantly. But forecast quality is not directly linked to model quality. To increase forecast quality it is also necessary to increase the amount and the quality of observations. Therefore, images -particularly images coming from spatial remote sensing -provide a huge amount of information. Using images in a data assimilation framework raises several difficulties:
1. First it is necessary to define which image space is relevant according to model specialists.
2. Then, it is necessary to construct an image operator dedicated to the problematic and coherent to the physical behavior. Moreover it is necessary to define a set of norm in order to quantify the influence of image information along the assimilation process.
3. And finally, it is necessary to construct an operator to compare image space and model space.
In the study presented in this paper, we are interested in oceanographic circulation forecasting. Oceanographic circulation is ruled by fluid mechanic. Most of oceanographic circulation models are heavy 3D models based on primitive equations [1] . They correspond to an approximation of Navier-Stokes equation associated to a nonlinear state equation coupling salinity, temperature and 3D velocity. Nevertheless, it exists simplified models based on shallow-water approximation [2, 3] . They rely on a so called 1.5 layer representation of the ocean: the sea surface is represented by a mixed layer interfaced to the atmosphere and a deeper layer. Equation ruling the circulation are then:
where: v and h are the state variables, v = (u, v) is the speed velocity of the mixed layer, h is the thickness of the mixed layer; and τ = (τ (x) , τ (y) ) corresponds to the wind stress, A h is the horizontal diffusivity of the mixed layer, and g = g(ρ0 − ρ1)/ρ0 is called the reduced gravity with ρ0 corresponding to the reference density and ρ1 to the average density of the mixed layer. The model used in this study is based on these shallow-water equations and is specially calibrated for the Black Sea. It has been developed in Ukraine in the Dynamics of Oceanic Processes department of the Marine Hydrophysical Institute [4] .
There are many oceanographic sources of observation, mainly coming from space remote sensing. Images provided by optical sensors, such as Sea Surface Temperature (SST), present a high temporal coherence. Moreover, temperature is a circulation tracer. Then, the image space we have chosen corresponds to apparent motion velocity fields. The major advantage of using such an image space is that velocity is a variable state of oceanographic circulation model (1) . Hence, the operator to compare image space and model space is reduced to a projection. The SST is provided by NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensors. Their spatial resolution is 1.1 km 2 and temporal frequency of the satellite is at best one day. But, we usually have several acquisitions for the same day coming from different satellites using the same sensor. Figure 1 displays a SST image acquired in July 14th, 1998. These images present several artefacts such as:
(1) problems due to the geometry acquisition: unavailable information appearing as black and white spots, (2) clouds: colder than the sea surface they appear darker on images, (3) problems due to sensor saturation: highly bright zones, (4) large spatial variation of the local temperature average, (5) high temporal variation of the global temperature average between acquisitions: due to solar exposition at the acquisition time and to different sensors calibration.
We need to construct a dedicated operator to estimate circulation velocity. The problem of motion estimation from image sequences has been extensively studied [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . The classical computer vision approach relies on a dense estimation of the displacement velocity based on the so-called conservation of gray level-value assumption (also called optical flow constraint): given a pixel (x(t), y(t)) on an image I at time t, we have:
where ∇I is the spatial gradient, w is the displacement between two consecutive images, and · denotes the scalar product. Equation (2) expresses the pixel's luminance conservation over time: moving points keep a constant brightness during their motion. This equation has two unknowns: w = (u, v) and cannot be directly solved. One classical approach is to add an additional constraint, for example a L2 regularity for w, and to express it within an energy minimization framework to obtain an estimation of w. Due to their special artefacts, oceanographic satellite images must be preprocessed in order to use such kind of dense motion estimation approaches. The section 2 presents the whole processing chain. Image preprocessing is presented in subsection 2.1. Subsection 2.2 defines a motion estimator dedicated to the oceanographic application, ie: define conservation constraint and regularity equation that we have to use and how do we solve the minimization problem, in order to better adapt the operator to the specific context of acquisition process and observed phenomena. And subsection 2.3 presents the assimilation of estimated velocities into the circulation model. The section 3 presents different results with and without assimilation of estimated velocities, and compare them to results obtained using assimilation of other quantities. Finally section 4 gives conclusions and several perspectives to this work.
PROCESSING CHAIN

Image preprocessing
As we have seen in section 1, SST images coming from NOAA/AV-HRR present some artefacts able to compromise estimation of apparent motion with a dense estimator. We need to propose an adapted processing for each artefact.
Artefacts (1) no acquisition, (2) clouds, and (3) sensor saturation have to be masked. The mask is obtain by thresholding the original image:
1. pixels not corresponding to an effective acquisition have either a temperature equal to 0 o C or greater than 25 o C;
2. clouds have a lower temperature than the ocean surface, pixels with a temperature lower than 10 o C are considered to be clouds;
temperatures greater than 23
o C are considered to be in the saturation zone of the sensor.
Finally we keep in consideration only sea surface temperatures between 10 o C and 23 o C, other pixels are masked and not taken into account into the estimation process.
The correction of artefacts (4) and (5) corresponding to the high spatio-temporal variations of the temperature is crucial. It is directly linked to the evaluation of derivatives, mandatory step to solve dense motion estimation equations. To correct the high temporal variation Vigan [14] proposed to apply a low-pass filter to ∂T /∂t in the Fourier domain. These kind of approach present the drawback to be difficult to tune because it assume a periodical aspect difficult to quantify. Moreover it begins difficult to deal with masks in the frequency domain. We have chosen to correct artefacts (4) in the spatial domain and then to correct artefacts (5): we consider large scale space phenomena to be extended at about 150km 2 , we compute average temperature on 150 × 150km windows and subtract this average to the temperature of each pixel, it corrects the large spatial variation; once this correction done, we compute the global average for each image and deduce the mean bias for each couple of images, it corrects the high temporal variation.
Estimation of circulation velocities
In the context of fluid motion on oceanographic images, we are now able to keep the dense estimation framework and its energy minimization, but we need to further analyze the two components of the energy function to be minimized: conservation equation and regularity constraint, with respect the physical underlying process.
In order to investigate which conservation equation and regularity constraint are best adapted, we have used synthetic data coming from the 3D simulation model OPA [15] developed in the LOCEAN laboratory. We have shown in [16] that the best conservation equation to estimate the motion is:
ie: the gray level value conservation (2) applied to temperature. This is coherent with the physical equation of the horizontal temperature transport, the horizontal diffusivity is negligible compared to the frequency of acquisition. But we have also seen in [16] that equation (3) is not respected everywhere. Actually, we have shown that there is two cases where the conservation equation isn't verified: on specific oceanographic structures called filaments and when image information is not reliable (in the case of low spatial or temporal derivatives). We have designed an image based criteria to select points where we expect a rather good estimation according to the conservation assumption. We obtain a selection of reliable points discarding both filaments (using a presegmentation process) and low information pixels (using thresholds on the motion index Tt/∇T ).
In the same way, we have to choose which regularization criteria is the best adapted to the oceanographic context. By using synthetic data, we have shown that spatial regularity of the velocity norm L2 [10] or L1 [9] are not well adapted to fluid motion. The best criteria is based on the div/curl operators able to make the difference between irrotational and solenoidal components of the motion field:
where α and β are coefficients used to weight respectively the irrotational and solenoidal components. They are calibrated for this study in order to penalize the divergence according to uncompressible fluid properties.
In order to take into account the selection of reliable points and to avoid to handle 4th order PDE, the method we use to solve the minimization problem is based on spline vector field interpolation [17, 18] . The method tends to reconstruct a dense motion field from a set of observation corresponding to projection of motion vectors onto the image gradient. The vector field w is constrained to comply with the conservation equation on the reliable points ri and to verify the div/curl regularity on the whole image:
The above system admits an unique solution, which can be determined explicitly.
Assimilation of estimated velocities
Data assimilation is a global mathematical framework for combining data and mathematical model equations, in order to restore as best as possible the state variables of the model. 
where H stands for the observation operator and K is the Kalman matrix. In this study, we use a simplification of Kalman approaches, a nudging method, where the analyze is given by:
the Kalman matrix is replaced by a constant coefficient λ a priori evaluated and called the nudging term. Using this nudging approach we can introduce the estimated velocity w = (u obs , v obs ) into the system (1) such as:
Note that in system (6) we have only take into account the orientation of the estimated velocity w. The estimated norm is not reliable enough. It explains why the velocity components are normalized in equations above.
RESULTS
In order to evaluate the result obtain with and without assimilation of the estimated velocity, we use another result obtain by the asimilation of the elevation of the sea surface. The sea surface elevation is directly linked to the thickness of the mixed layer state variable of the shallow-water model. This assimilation process has been discribed in [4] , it uses the same nudging approach as in system (6) .
To quantify differences between two velocity fields w1 and w2, we use the angular error ψ = arccos(w1·w2) (expressed in degrees) and the vorticity error ζ = p (curlw1 − curlw2) 2 . Table 1 presents comparisons between the different results obtain for the same date. Figure 2 displays the different results without and with assimilation of the estimated velocity and sea surface elevation. Moreover, the last result (Fig.2 -plate 5 ) corresponds to velocity field obtain by coupling the assimilation of both velocity and elevation; for this experiment we used the same weight on velocity and elevation observations. The use of assimilation allows a finer prediction of the velocity: small relevant structures such as eddies are better described than on the predicted result without assimilation. On the other hand, the assimilation process tends to provide a physical certification to the velocity estimation result, in coherence with the prediction model. Finally, using assimilation of different kinds of observations is easy to set up in this application, mainly because observation operators correspond to projections. Table 1 . Comparison of velocity fields obtain with and without assimilation.
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this study we have tackled the problem of data assimilation of information coming from images into a simulation model. We have designed an image operator dedicated to SST images and oceanographic application in order to estimate dense velocity fields. The oceanographic circulation model used is a 2D shallow-water model. We have considered that the estimated apparent velocity was comparable to the shallow-water velocity in order to use estimations as velocity observations. The assimilation method used is based on a nudging approach. In this framework we have demonstrate the potentialities of data assimilation methods.
We have two levels of perspectives for this work. The first level is the direct continuation of this study: we can enhance both the velocity estimator (by adding new a priori information) and the assimilation method (better estimation of the nudging term or use of Kalman approaches). The second level is a general perspective for image data assimilation: we should assimilate other kind of structures coming from oceanographic images, such as eddies, fronts, filaments, etc.
